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Note: The answer is for reference only, you need to understand all question. 

 

QUESTION 1 
In which two situations are multiple group policies useful? (Select two.)  
 
A. when the entire organization wants to delete spam  

B. when only the Human Resources department wants to receive spam  

C. when only the Engineering department wants to keep message logs  

D. when only the Legal department should be allowed to send archive files  

E. when all of the departments want to scan outbound messages  

 
Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Which two actions must be taken to allow end-users to create personal Good and Bad Senders  
lists? (Select two.)  
 
A. Add "Hold message in Spam Quarantine" action to Local Bad Senders domains.  

B. Check the option "Enable end-user settings for this policy group".  

C. Configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Recipient Validation functions.  

D. Configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Routing functions.  

E. Configure an LDAP source with Authentication and Address Resolution functions.  

 
Answer: BE 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
An administrator tests the default antivirus policies by sending a message with an encrypted  
attachment. When the administrator checks the recipient inbox, what appears?  
 
A. The test email appears with a modified subjectline.  

B. A system-generated message appears concerning an unscannable attachment.  

C. A pointer to the Suspect Virus Quarantine appears.  

D. The email is missing due to deletion by the system.  

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
What is the default time period that a suspect virus can reside in the Suspect Virus Quarantine?  
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A. 2 hours  

B. 4 hours  

C. 6 hours  

D. 8 hours  

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
How could an administrator filter email more aggressively by adjusting the suspected spam score?  
 
A. Raise the suspected spam score from the default to 99.  

B. Lower the suspected spam score from the default to 60.  

C. Lower the suspected spam score from the default to 24.  

D. Raise the suspected spam score from the default to 91.  

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
A company uses multiple control centers. What must be done to ensure legitimate NDRs are  
recognized by Bounce Attack Prevention across all scanners?  
 
A. Configure the same seed value on each control center.  

B. Configure different seed values on each control center.  

C. Configure the same seed value on each scanner.  

D. Configure different seed values on each scanner.  

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Which prerequisite must be met to take advantage of the Connection Classification and Fastpass  
features?  
 
A. Symantec Messaging Gateway must use a virtual IP address.  

B. Symantec Messaging Gateway must be configured with two network interfaces.  

C. Symantec Messaging Gateway must be the first SMTP hop into the network.  

D. Symantec Messaging Gateway must be configured in scanner-onlymode.  

 
Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8 
Symantec Messaging Gateway 9.5 is certified for non-virtual deployment on which hardware  
devices?  
 
A. Symantec 2950 series appliances  

B. Symantec 3570 series appliances  

C. Symantec 7100 series appliances  

D. Symantec 8300 series appliances  

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Message throughput of a Symantec Messaging Gateway scanner-only appliance can be reduced  
by which two features? (Select two.)  
 
A. rapid release definitions  

B. real-time updates  

C. DKIM signing  

D. SMTP authentication  

E. hourly quarantine expunging  

 
Answer: CD 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
What happens if a Symantec Messaging Gateway scanner is behind another internal messaging  
gateway?  
 
A. Symantec Messaging Gateway scanners might quarantine all mail from the internal gateway  

MTA if DKIM isdisabled.  

B. Symantec Messaging Gateway scanners might identify the IP address of the internal gateway  
MTA as a source of spam.  

C. Symantec Messaging Gateway scanners will trust all mail from the internal gateway MTA.  

D. Symantec Messaging Gateway scanners will grant the internal gateway MTA a Fastpass.  

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
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